Introduction
Since Chomsky's (1972) pioneer work "Remarks on Nominalization", the study of noun phrases has vigorously been focused on their structural parallelism with sentences. Below are the classic examples illustrating the point:
(1) a. the enemy's destruction of the city b. the enemy destroyed the city c. the city's destruction by the enemy d. the city was destroyed by the enemy Chomsky proposed that lexical heads V and N each belong to an underspecified category, thus capturing lexical and syntactic properties common to both of the categories. Anderson (1979) developed his idea, claiming the existence of a "passive" NP. She argued that different positions in NPs can be related via movement, in the same manner as generally assumed in the sentence. According to her view, just as (1b) and (1d) are structurally related, (1c) also can be reckoned to be a passive version of (1a). No doubt this enormously contributed to the establishment of the parallelism between the two categories, confirming Chomsky (1986) presents an elaborate formulation of movement in noun phrases. He assumes that of is a realization of genitive Case, with Poss-insertion applied when of-insertion fails to occur. This is illustrated in (2): (3) a. *Mary's belief t a genius by John (cf. Mary is believed t a genius by John) b. *Mary's appearance t to have left (cf. Mary appears t to have left) Despite these apparent counterexamples, advocates of the movementbased approach maintain that movement freely occur in both sentences and noun phrases, attributing the non-occurrence to some general principle of grammar. Let us take a look at Chomsky's explanation, which has won general acceptance. In order to account for the failure of movement in such examples as (3), he formulates the "Uniformity Condition" in (4):
Uniformity Condition (Chomsky (1986: 194 ))
The condition requires that assignment of an inherent Case be always bedded sentence, not to the chain (Mary, t). Thus a Case marker of fails to be inserted, which causes a Case Filter violation. That way, the Uniformity Condition successfully excludes the incorrect instances of movement in noun phrases. This is only half of the problem, however. The trouble is that even the simplest cases of movement cannot be exempted from severe constraints. Consider what creates the following contrasts, discussed in Anderson (1979) : (5) a. the city's destruction (by the enemy) b. the mob's dispersal (by the army) c. Carswell's confirmation (by the Senate) (6) a. *algebra's knowledge b. *Mary's avoidance (by Tom) c. *the topic's discussion (by the students) The difference between (5) and (6) is, Anderson argues, due to the degree of "Affectedness"; nominal complements within noun phrases cannot be preposed unless they are affected arguments, specifically, "changed or moved by the action of the head nominal" (Anderson (1979: 44) ). This has been known in the literature as the "Affectedness Constraint" and still continues to play a central role in the study of nominalizations.
Admittedly, the adequacy of the Affectedness Constraint has often been called into question.2 That apart, what is important with respect to our main discussion is that such contrasts as observed in noun phrases are not attested in sentences; all the sentential counterparts of (6) are completely grammatical:
(7) a. Algebra is known b. Bill was avoided (by John) c. The topic was discussed (by the students) One might naturally ask here why the Affectedness Constraint manifests itself in noun phrases, but not in sentences. In other words, if the semantic restraint is imposed on movement, it ought to void movement in (7) as well as that in (6). That this is not the case casts doubt on the assumption that the Affectedness Constraint is a semantic restriction imposed on the passive movement in the case of noun phrases.
Much attention must be paid to that striking discrepancy between noun phrases and sentences. I presume that it can reasonably be category.
Let us first consider the case of the sentence. On the VPcan be illustrated as (8):
moving to [Spec, IP] in order to get Case. Crucially, AGR in I assigns without restraints.
This seems not to be the state of affairs in noun phrases. Adopting the PossP projection first proposed by Anderson (1983) , I claim that a the prenominal position. This is depicted in (9):3 (9) complement of the genitive marker 's. 5 We further suppose that this 3 We have adopted here the NP structure rather than the DP structure, for the latter apparently seems to be incompatible with our approach. We will not discuss at length the adequacy of the choice in this paper, but take a brief look at this problem in note 21.
to be assigned to [Spec, VP] . I am grateful to one anonymous EL reviewer for bringing this point to my attention. 5 Adopting the framework of Anderson (1983) , we consider the NP+'s construction to be a postpositional phrase headed by 's. This is plausible, for it can take any NP as its complement: that we cannot fully accomplish it in this present study. To illustrate, take the contrast between (5a) and (6a) for example. It is natural to say "the destruction that the city had", while "the knowledge that algebra has" is a sheer nonsense. Thus, the city in the former example can be considered to qualify as a possessor, whereas algebra in the later cannot. Considering this contrast, I believe we are broadly on the right track.6
We are now in a position to examine how the PossP and the Possessive Constraint conspire to explicate such contrasts as (11) under consideration:
(11) a. the city's destruction (by the enemy) (=5a) b. *algebra's knowledge (=6a) The structures of (11) would be schematized as the following:
Although no reference is made to ungrammatical cases, the suggestion of Poutsma (1914) is practically on the same track as ours. He says:... the objective relation is sometimes mixed with the relation of possession understood in its widest sense ... Thus such combinations as Marley's funeral, the king's accommodation, the lady's amusement may also be interpreted: the funeral which Marley had, the accommodation which the king had, the amusement which that lady had. These and similar combinations may favor the use of others, such as Rizzo's assassination, Elenor's banishment, her daughter's loss etc. where the relation of possession cannot be thought of. (Poutsma (1914: 24.20 A-movement to [Spec, NP] . In consequence, incorrect instances of raising in noun phrases such as (3) are also prohibited.
Support for the PossP and the Possessive Constraint
In the last section, we have proposed the PossP and the Possessive Constraint on the basis of observations concerning the passive nominal.
This section presents some pieces of evidence for these hypotheses.
Preposed Objects as Possessors8
Preposed objects of nouns, though they are perceived as apparent complements of derived nouns, behave in the same manner as possessive NPs modifying non-derived nouns. Examples in (14a-c) are 7 Note that Anderson (1983) assumes the PossP only in cases of non-derived nominals. For passive nominals, she remarks that they involve semantically null genitive Case assigner.
8 For the term "preposed object", it is merely for convenience. See also note 1. Objects which are non-animate or have no close relationship with human activities usually tend not to appear in the prenominal genitive form of passive nominals.9,10 As is well known, this restriction is generally observed in cases of non-derived nominals:
(15) a. ?*the house's roof (cf. the roof of the house) b. the boy's foot *?the mountain's foot (cf. the foot of the mountain) Thus, preposed objects and other sorts of genitive NPs conform to the same constraint concerning animacy (and human activity).
There is another piece of syntactic evidence of this kind. Let us examine the examples in (16): role permits such interpretations as "Yesterday had the lecture" and "Last year had the election". See Abney (1987: 102) for discussion, who advocates this view as well. (16) (19) a. *algebra's knowledge b. ??the scandal's erasure by the government c. the language whose knowledge is vital to the study of the novelist d. the scandal whose erasure saved the politician from accusation The deviancy of (19a) and (19b) disappears if each full genitive NP is replaced by whose. The same sort of improvement is observed in instances of non-derived nouns:
(20) a. *?the mountain's foot b. ?*the house's roof c. the mountain whose foot is crowded with sightseers d. the house whose roof is red Thus, whose substitution gives rise to the same kind of improvement as that caused by its substitution.
The most straightforward way to account for the above phenomena is to assume that preposed objects and other kinds of genitive NPs alike are generated in the form of PossPs. We can thus conclude that the ment in (17) will be explained if we regard its not as a PossP but as an for instance, would then be the one given in (21):11
Unaffected Theme assigned by N' is relevant. Consequently, no semantic restraints such as Affectedness are imposed on this kind of construction.12,13 We also take whose in (19) as an NP, not a PossP.
Further Restrictions on the Spec of NPs
As a matter of fact, the Affectedness Constraint is not the sole thematic restriction that is imposed on the Spec of NPs. There are at least two other restrictions of that ilk. One concerns the behavior of nouns derived from emotive verbs, suggested by Rappaport (1983) . Let us examine (22): (22) At this point, it is desirable to generalize the three kinds of constraints into some general restraint. Indeed, Rozwadowska develops her argument on this line. First, she assumes the thematic label "Neutral" (or "N -role"), which is defined as (24) Thus, we conclude that the three constraints can be integrated in tion in (10), let us integrate them into (27):
(27) The Possessive Constraint NPs are illegitimate (at LF) if they occur as the complement of Poss whose maximal projection is assigned an Unaffected
We now face exactly the same problem we tackled in formulating (10), the original version of (27): we must offer an explanation for the reason Experienced and Instrument are respectively incompatible with (28) a. the people's amazement at the film Experiencer b. *the film's amazement of the audience (=22a) Experienced enced is not. This contrast is paralleled by the following contrast:
(29) a. The people had a great amazement. b. *The film had a great amazement. We regard this as support for the assumption in (27) that the qualify as possession.14 The three constraints at issue now fall under the postulation in (27); observed ungrammaticality. The restriction in (27) 15 An anonymous EL reviewer suggested to me that the argument here was problematic, because also in English its understanding is judged grammatical, as pointed out earlier in the text. Still, as noted in note 13, pronominal genitives other than its do not permit Theme reading in English. Conversely, in Romance languages, they are eligible for Theme interpretation. Consider the Italian examples below: (i) la sua vista (sua=Theme) the his sight (Giorgi and Longobardi (1991: 141) ) (ii) la mia descrizione (mia=Theme) the my description (Giorgi and Longobardi (1991: 37) ) In contrast to their English congeners in note 13, pronominal genitives in the above instances trigger no Affectedness effect. This evidences that our argument in the text for the lack of PossPs in Romance languages is tenable. subsequently is moved to the subject of the whole NP. Crucially, no role. The derivation therefore causes no such problems as its English equivalent does. Thus, the unreserved occurrences of preposed objects in Romance nominals are shown to originate in the lack of a
In contrast to the case of the Romance nominal, Germanic noun phrases permit full NPs to occur prenominally in the genitive form. Therefore, morphologically at least, nothing prevents us from positing PossPs in nominals of those languages. And if they behave just as English NPs with respect to the constraints on the Spec of NPs, the employment of the PossP will be empirically justified. This is actually the case. Consider the Norwegian examples below:
(33) a. forstaelsen av problemet (Norweigian) the understanding of the problem b. *problemets forstaelse the problem's understanding (Giorgi and Longobardi (1991: 142) ) As exemplified above, Theme reading of the prenominal genitives in (33) is impossible in Norwegian. This immediately reminds us of the incorrect English examples such as (6), repeated as (34): (34) a. *algebra's knowledge b. *Mary's avoidance (by Tom) c. *the topic's discussion (by the students) They were attributed to the Affectedness Constraint, or in our terms, to the Possessive Constraint. By analogy, we can resort to the same procedure in handling the Norwegian example. Assuming a PossP, the structure of (33b) can be depicted as (35) The noun forstaelse assigns the PossP Unaffected Theme, which is genitive morpheme, as the Possessive Constraint predicts. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (33) is accounted for in the same manner as that of its English analogue. That way, Germanic noun phrases behave in harmony with their English counterparts, and hence the prediction made concerning the latter can be extended directly to the former. That is, the Affectedness effect follows from the assumptions of the PossP and the Possessive Constraint. is well known, this is not always the case in the noun phrase. Grimshaw (1990) suggests that nominals are divided into two types: "event" and "result" nominals. She argues that the former has an argument structure, while the latter does not. This distinction can be evidenced through a variety of syntactic tests. Williams (1982b) claims that the apparent objecthood of a preposed NP in the passive nominal should be understood as one of the vast array of meanings that the specifier position of an NP can represent. To illustrate, consider the examples below:
(42) a. John's car b. Tom's school c. the city's destruction by the army The meaning that (42a) can represent is never confined to that of possession like "the car John owns". Besides, it can depict manifold situations. To name but a few, "the car John drives", "the car John stole" and "the car John likes". In (42b), the appropriate meaning that comes first to our mind is something like "the school Tom goes to", rather than a possessive meaning like "the school Tom owns". Thus, according to Williams, passive movement need not be assumed in (42c), for its putative Theme meaning can be perceived as one instance of the broad range of associations that hold between the specifier position and the head noun.
Higginbotham (1983) proposes that modifiers of nouns, including possessive NPs, are assigned "relation R" to the head noun, which is can hold between the argument in the Spec of NP and the head noun. The interpretation of relation R is contextually determined by the relation that holds between the head noun and the specifier of the whole NP in each case. That way, Williams and Higginbotham are broadly on the same track in their characterization of expressing thematic relations in noun phrases. 18 Let us then adopt the view that relation R is assigned by N' to [Spec, NP] in the passive nominal. The relation R in this case receives an interpretation of Theme, which provides the prenominal NP with the scent of an object. For illustration, consider the contrast between the city's destruction and *algebra's knowledge. In the former, the city receives the relation R This study of the passive nominal has shown that the objecthood that a prenominal genitive NP in the construction bears need not be represented by means of passive movement, as assumed in Anderson (1979) and Chomsky (1986) , among others. Instead, we have constructed a framework composed of the PossP, the relation R and the CTS. Its final version can be depicted as (43):21 (43) assigned in (i) and (ii):
(i) The enemy destroyed the city (Theme) (ii) the destruction of the city (Theme) presumably, derived nouns, together with their original verbs, should assign Theme should reasonably be taken to be assigned rightward, while the city in the city's destruction gets relation R interpreted as Theme. 20 Precisely, the unaffected Theme in the Possessor Constraint in (27) need be restated as "relation R interpreted as Unaffected Theme", though we will not do apparently do not result from relation R. We repeat the relevant examples below:
(i) *the film's amazement of the audience (ii) ??the knife's damage of the table Considering their sentential counterparts (the film amazed the audience/the knife damaged the table), in which the film and the knife are assigned Experienced and genitive NPs bear in (i) and (ii) are authentic ones.
21 Let us consider whether a DP version of (41) 
